Week 6 Assignment 6

1. Following section talks about the person who can file for patent?

   - Section 6
   - Section 4
   - Section 7
   - None of the above

2. IPC stands for?

   - International patent code
   - International patent classification
   - International patent classification

3. IPC is available in following languages?

   - English
   - French
   - Sanskrit
   - All of the above

4. Eupocarnius is a collection of patent treatments since?

   - 1616
   - 1613
   - 1753
   - 1762

5. Inventor's lab notebook serves?

   - Good idea generator
   - Evidence of work
   - Record for the work carried out
   - All of the above

6. Choose correct option?

   - Inventor is the owner of the patent
   - Assignee is the owner of the patent
   - All applicants, inventors and assignee are owner of the patent
   - Applicant and assignee are owner of the patent

7. Italy and USA have a difference in?

   - inventions not patented
   - picking up of countries approaches
   - individual design/protect/creation system
   - all of the above

8. IPC hierarchy is as follows?

   - Sections, classes, subclasses, groups
   - Sections, group, subgroups, classes
   - Sections, group, subclasses
   - Sections, subgroups, subclasses

9. Can never change for a patent has __________ can changes?

   - Inventor & Assignee
   - Assignee & Inventor
   - Inventor & Inventor & Assignee
   - None of the above